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Auction

**Photo ID will be required for entry to open homes**  SOLIS ESTATE - Where nature becomes art. This secluded

Currumbin Valley estate offers an exceptional and unique living experience, with breathtaking views of the ocean and

surrounding mountains. It is private, immaculate and perched on Tomewin Mountain. Spanning over eight acres, Solis

Estate boasts a five-bedroom home with a stunning 18-metre swimming pool, micro cabins and a farmhouse. This makes

Solis Estate highly versatile and suitable for various purposes such as a health / yoga retreat, a luxe Airbnb or simply your

dream family home. Surrounded by the scenic rim, you'll share this place with wallabies, eagles, turtles and perch nestled

in groves of lemon myrtle and organic gardens.Other highlights of the property are the private yoga studio and outdoor

gym, perfect for those who prioritise health and wellness, along with the outdoor hoop-pine amphitheatre and rock pools

providing additional spaces for relaxation and recreation.This hinterland estate is conveniently located just 20 minutes

from Currumbin Beach and all the attractions the coast has to offer. This idyllic combination of seclusion and accessibility

truly represents the best of both worlds.  Overall, this property stands out as one of the finest offerings in Currumbin

Valley.I look forward to showcasing this wonderful opportunity, for your private tour call me on 0414 839 751Disclaimer:

All information (including but not limited to the property area, floor size, price, address and general property description)

is provided as a convenience to you, and has been provided to Harcourts Coastal in conjunction with BAA PTY LTD by

third parties. Harcourts Coastal in conjunction with BAA PTY LTD is unable to definitively confirm whether the

information listed is correct or 100% accurate. Harcourts Coastal in conjunction with BAA PTY LTD does not accept any

liability (direct or indirect) for any injury, loss, claim, damage or any incidental or consequential damages, including but not

limited to lost profits or savings, arising out of or in any way connected with the use of any information, or any error,

omission or defect in the information, contained on the Website. Information contained on the Website should not be

relied upon and you should make your own enquiries and seek legal advice in respect of any property on the Website.

Prices displayed on the Website are current at the time of issue, but may change. Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been

made to ensure the accuracy of these particulars, no warranty is given by the vendor or the agent as to their accuracy.

Interested parties should not rely on these particulars as representations of fact but must instead satisfy themselves by

inspection, their chosen representation (solicitor) the GCCC or otherwise to obtain further clarifications. This property is

being sold by auction or without a price and therefore a price guide cannot be provided. The website may have filtered the

property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.


